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Abstract: This study examines asymmetries between so-called inherent and contextual categories in
relation to the morphological complexity of the nominal and verbal inflectional domain of languages.
The observations are traced back to the influence of adult L2 learning in scenarios of intense language
contact. A method for a simple comparison of the amount of inherent versus contextual categories is
proposed and applied to the German-based creole language Unserdeutsch (Rabaul Creole German) in
comparison to its lexifier language. The same procedure will be applied to two further language pairs.
The grammatical systems of Unserdeutsch and other contact languages display a noticeable asymmetry
regarding their structural complexity. Analysing different kinds of evidence, the explanatory key
factor seems to be the role of (adult) L2 acquisition in the history of a language, whereby languages
with periods of widespread L2 acquisition tend to lose contextual features. This impression is
reinforced by general tendencies in pidgin and creole languages. Beyond that, there seems to be
a tendency for inherent categories to be more strongly associated with the verb, while contextual
categories seem to be more strongly associated with the noun. This leads to an asymmetry in
categorical complexity between the noun phrase and the verb phrase in languages that experienced
periods of intense L2 learning.

Keywords: inflection; L2 effects; morphological complexity; simplification; second language
acquisition; Unserdeutsch

1. Introduction

In debates about language complexity, two kinds of grammatical categories have been
distinguished: categories that serve essential communicative purposes, and categories that do not add
any communicative bonus but only fulfil intralinguistic functions.1 The latter have been labelled with
contemptuous terms like “ornamental elaboration”, “baroque accretion” (McWhorter 2001, p. 132),
or even “afunctional historical baggage” (Trudgill 2011a, p. 162). An example would be grammatical
gender like in Standard German. Although grammatical gender always has some semantic basis
(Dixon 2016, p. 77), larger parts of this semantic basis often evolve over time into an opaque classification
that is not transparent anymore for language users. Moreover, it does not add essential communicative
value for them (although it can nevertheless be regarded as a “desirable” grammatical category in that
it “serve[s] to categorise the world”, Dixon 2016, p. 81). Beyond categories in a strict sense, inflectional

1 I wish to thank Alexandra Aikhenvald and two anonymous reviewers for their critical comments and helpful suggestions on
an earlier version of this paper and both Lotta Christiansen and Hümeyra Uzunkaya for stylistic advice. Of course, all errors
and shortcomings are in my own responsibility. I also wish to thank the participants of the special workshop “Language
Contact and the Emergence of Hybrid Grammars” in Cairns in summer 2018 for fruitful discussions on a very early version
of the idea of this article.
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classes and the existence of grammatical agreement also belong to this class of features. These features
have in common that they are hard to learn, especially for adults (since the features are not motivated),
while, however, they do not actually hinder communication when they are used in the wrong way.
As Corbett put it with reference to grammatical agreement: “agreement often appears to involve a lot
of effort for a questionable payoff” (Corbett 2006, p. 274).

This hitherto fairly vague differentiation has been articulated in a more fine-grained manner
before. Kiparsky (1982, p. 99) distinguished strong categories “associated with largely fixed meanings
of their own” (like number or tense) from weak categories “which register information that is relatively
redundant” (like grammatical case or person/number as verbal categories in non-pro-drop languages).2

He already concluded that the weak categories would be “easily subject to morphological erosion”
(ibid.) in learning or contact scenarios, while strong categories would tend to remain intact.

Booij (1993, 1995) later introduced a similar concept, which will be used here. He differentiates
between inherent inflection (=̂ strong categories), which “expresses [ . . . ] a certain amount of
independent information” (Booij 1993, p. 30), like number on nouns, comparative on adjectives,
or tense on verbs, and contextual inflection (=̂ weak categories), which “only reflects certain aspects of
the syntactic structure of the sentence” (ibid.), as for example and in particular grammatical case or
gender in noun phrases.3

In this paper, a simple test is proposed to distinguish between these two types of categories
and then to count them for a given language. First and foremost, the distribution of inherent and
contextual categories will be examined across the nominal and verbal domain of the creole language
Unserdeutsch in comparison to its lexifier language, which is spoken Standard German. Subsequently,
the method is also briefly applied to two other language pairs: Tok Pisin and its lexifier language
English as well as Afrikaans versus its parent language Dutch. Drawing on studies about simplicity
and complexity, especially in creole languages, as well as on (adult) L2 learning in general, the already
existing hypothesis of a connection between (adult) L2 learning and simplification is further developed
with regard to a possible asymmetry in the grammatical systems of these languages.

After introducing four hypotheses on the possible impact of (adult) L2 learning on both contextual
and inherent categories in Chapter 2, information the Unserdeutsch corpus as well as the methods used
will be given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 then contains the main study about Unserdeutsch. In Chapter 5,
additional information is given on general complexity-related categorical preferences in pidgin and
creole languages. Two more specific language pairs are contrasted in Chapter 6, followed by a
discussion (Chapter 7) as well as conclusions (Chapter 8).

2. Do Contextual Categories Tend to Erode in SLA Scenarios?

The hypothesis from the introduction that some categories might be more essential than others
leads to a follow-up question: Are some categories more likely to be omitted in scenarios of intense
language contact, viz. the contextual categories?

2 As demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2, a sentence merely becomes somewhat ungrammatical if a “redundant” weak category
is not marked, but the communication itself does not break down, e.g., German *ich gehen ‘I go’ instead of the properly
inflected verb form of the 1. P. SG. ich gehe. If a strong, “non-redundant” category is used wrongly, the hearer or reader will
understand something different, e.g., I ask her (I am doing it now or later) vs. I asked her (I already did it).

3 For Booij, gender on the noun is a category of inherent inflection since it is intrinsic to the noun. I use his terminology with a
slightly different meaning which results from the tests applied (see below), and is based on the fact that gender marking in
the languages I look at is always outside of the noun itself as part of nominal agreement, thus contextual. The test also leads
to the classification of inflectional classes of verbs or nouns as contextual categories.
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Scenarios of language contact that involve (adult, “incomplete” or “imperfect”)4 second language
acquisition (SLA) lead to structural simplifications (e.g., Trudgill 2011b, p. 237). Naturally, the amount
of actual simplification is also dependent on the structure of the L1, i.e., if the grammar of an L1
is very similar to the grammar of an L2 in a certain aspect, one would expect a lesser degree of
simplification than otherwise. In the following, a certain structural distance between the L1 and the
L2 is presupposed. As Kiparsky (1982, p. 99) postulated, weak categories (contextual inflection) are
generally more sensitive to morphological erosion than strong categories (inherent inflection). This
leads to four hypotheses, the first one of which is the primary focus of the following study, while some
initial considerations on the other three hypotheses are also shared:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Languages that went through periods of intense L2 acquisition in their history tend to
contain less contextual categories than closely related languages that did not undergo such periods.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). With respect to inherent features, there is no significant difference between languages that
witnessed (strong) L2 effects and languages that did not.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Languages that witnessed (strong) L2 effects will show an asymmetric distribution of
complexity across their categories: there will be a greater imbalance between inherent and contextual features
than in other languages.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Inherent categories might be more strongly associated with the verbal phrase than with the
nominal phrase. If that is the case, languages that witnessed (strong) L2 effects would feature an asymmetrical
absolute-quantitative complexity between their nominal and their verbal phrase.

3. Materials and Methods

In this paper, an absolute-quantitative notion of complexity was used. In this view, linguistic
complexity is defined as structural elaboration of the morphosyntactic inventory measured by the
number of grammatical categories (Szmrecsanyi and Kortmann 2012, pp. 10–12). Simplification thus
means the reduction of grammatical categories, or on a lower level, the reduction of grammatical
distinctions within a supercategory (e.g., the change from a four-part case system in Old Norse to a
two-part case system in modern Swedish). In counting categories, number 1 means that a category is
present, 0 means the absence of a category, and 0.5 means that a category either exists only marginally
or is only weakly grammaticalized.

But how to distinguish between inherent and contextual categories? One might be afraid that
this dichotomy will generate a lot of cases of doubt when applying it to all kinds of categories, since
some categories may be more or less inherent than others. However, it is possible to operationalize the
distinction with a simple test:

• If changing the category changes the meaning, the category must be inherent, since it refers to
extralinguistic reality;

• If changing the category leads to agrammaticity, the category must be contextual, since it only
serves grammatical purposes.

4 The designations “incomplete” or “imperfect” are ideologically loaded, as has been increasingly pointed out in the last few
years (Kupisch and Rothman 2018). However, the criticism is mainly directed towards the use of these labels in certain
contexts, like in describing bilingual (heritage) speakers. As Kupisch and Rothman (2018, p. 573) admit themselves, this is
not the same situation as talking about adult L2 acquisition or “pidgeons” [sic!]. In the latter context, some theories about
the genesis of P&Cs rest on the very concept of incomplete learning. Of course, the labels are not meant to discriminate
against anybody but are meant purely descriptively in comparison to structures from an assumed “target language”, as the
lexifier language is called sometimes (but Baker 1990 on this concept).
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To demonstrate this idea, the test is applied to grammatical features of English in the following
tables, separated by nominal domain (Table 1) vs. verbal domain (Table 2).

Table 1. The assignment of nominal categories.

Feature Test Examples Type

case the dog’s toy (*dog toy); *I met he; *for I contextual
gender Ida asks herself (*himself) whether . . . contextual
number the dog/the dogs; a book/books inherent
comparative it is cheap/cheaper/the cheapest inherent
definiteness the dog is waiting/a dog is waiting inherent

Table 2. The assignment of verbal categories.

Feature Test Examples Type

person/number he goes (*he go); I go (*I goes) contextual
tense (past/future) you go/went/will go inherent
aspect (progressive/habitual) he smokes/is smoking/would smoke daily inherent
mood (irrealis) you can/might go; he goes/he would go inherent
grammatical voice (passive) the dog bites/is bitten inherent

Looking at the tables, one can already see an interesting tendency: all three contextual features
represent residual categories of English that are almost lost (actually, there is no grammatical gender
at all, since the remnants in the pronominal system all refer to natural gender). Vice versa, all full
categories in English are inherent categories. We will come back to this later.

First and foremost, this paper examined the distribution of inherent and contextual categories
across the nominal and verbal phrase in the creole language Unserdeutsch. Unserdeutsch (Rabaul
Creole German) is a German-lexified boarding school creole, which emerged at a catholic mission
station in Papua New Guinea at the turn of the 19th century during the German colonial period
(Volker 1982, pp. 1–15; 1991, pp. 145–49). Its main substrate language is Tok Pisin, while English has
exerted an increasing amount of adstrate pressure on the language in recent times after most of its
speakers moved to Eastern Australia around 1975. The superstrate of Unserdeutsch is a spoken, only
very slightly regionally coloured standard variety of German, which can mainly be located in the
north-western part of Germany, especially in the area of Westphalia (Maitz and Lindenfelser 2018).
Unserdeutsch represents a case of abrupt language genesis with a clear break in language transmission
(Lindenfelser, forthcoming). Compared to the structural complexity of its superstrate language, drastic
simplification processes took place in its formation (Lindenfelser and Maitz 2017).

Unserdeutsch has a so-called creole continuum (Maitz 2017), i.e., “vertical” variation ranging
from a structurally elaborated style of speech close to its superstrate language to more distant styles of
speech with more and more creole features. In this paper, the term “Unserdeutsch” only refers to the
basilectal variety of the creole, defined by the variety with the largest distance from the superstrate
(the acrolect).5 Otherwise, a comparison between the creole and its superstrate would be problematic,

5 An exact definition of the Unserdeutsch basilect based on implicational scaling (DeCamp 1971; Rickford 2004) has not yet
been proposed. However, there are certain phonological (e.g., presence or absence of long vowels and certain marked
sounds), morphological (e.g., presence or absence of certain synthetic markers, e.g., in nominal plural marking, where the
basilect only shows analytic marking) and syntactic (e.g., the extent of so-called bracket constructions, a typological feature
of Standard German syntax) features that show a predictive value concerning the distance of a speaker towards the lexifier.
As is typical for the scenario of a creole continuum, there is a relatively high amount of not only inter-, but also intraspeaker
variation if compared with standardized languages. What counts is whether a feature is productive or not, i.e., used not
only with a very small set of most frequent words as is typical for fossilizations due to chunk-based language acquisition
(Arnon and Christiansen 2014).
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since there is a flowing transition between the more elaborated varieties of Unserdeutsch and the
superstrate itself.

Thus, only the basilectal part (a little more than half of the total amount) of a corpus of more
than 50 h of Unserdeutsch interview data by more than 50 (semi-)speakers6 of estimated 100 speakers
in total was used in the following study. The full corpus will be made available on the Database for
Spoken German (DGD) of the IDS Mannheim soon.7 All speakers (with the exception of one speaker
who was born in 1961) were older than 65 years. Younger members of the wider language community
can be classified as rememberers at most, if at all. All remaining speakers of Unserdeutsch are at least
trilingual with full competence in both English as well as Tok Pisin. The Unserdeutsch data were
collected as part of a documentation project funded by the German Research Society DFG from 2015 to
2019. The corpus mainly consists of semi-structured sociolinguistic interviews, almost all of which
were conducted in small groups of around three to four people, some of them only in pairs. The rest of
the data are composed of recorded translations of stimuli from English or Tok Pisin into Unserdeutsch.

4. Results

In this chapter, the nominal and verbal domain of Unserdeutsch and its lexifier, spoken Standard
German, are compared to each other. Interestingly, the simplification processes already mentioned
above eroded the morphosyntactic system of Unserdeutsch in an asymmetric way.

4.1. The Nominal Domain

In spoken Standard German,8 the superstrate of Unserdeutsch, the noun inflects for three
supercategories (gender, case, number) with nine subcategories altogether (three genders, four cases,9

two numbers). Additionally, there is the supercategory of definiteness, marked by articles (two
subcategories), and the supercategory of comparison on adjectives (three subcategories). Thus,
altogether, we have 5 supercategories with 14 values.10

In Unserdeutsch, however, the noun only inflects for one supercategory with a bipartite distinction
(two numbers). In other words, only 20% of the original categories of the noun are left. If we include
the definiteness and adjectival comparison, we have 3 supercategories with 5.5 subcategories left
in Unserdeutsch (superlative is only residual, therefore counted as 0.5), accordingly 40%. There is
no grammatical gender (1) and no grammatical case (2) in Unserdeutsch. Moreover, apart from the
categories itself, there are no inflectional classes left in Unserdeutsch, while there are weak, strong,

6 English has gradually superseded Unserdeutsch in the now overwhelmingly English-dominated life of most speakers in
suburbs of the major cities of Eastern Australia. While some speakers still speak Unserdeutsch fluently, some others show
an increasing number of lexical gaps and other attrition phenomena. Today, the use of the language is mainly restricted
to private conversations between some of the speakers, larger gatherings of parts of the community, as well as occasions
like, due to the advanced age of the speakers, funerals. Even in these last domains, however, English is beginning to
replace Unserdeutsch.

7 URL: https://dgd.ids-mannheim.de/DGD2Web/jsp/Welcome.jsp (accessed on 25 October 2020). The finalized corpus version
will contain aligned transcripts (transcribed in cGAT, Schmidt et al. 2015) as well as PoS-tagging and comprehensive
metadata on the corpus as well as on the speakers. The data have been transcribed and annotated using the EXMARaLDA
tools (URL: https://exmaralda.org/en/, accessed on 25 October 2020).

8 Of course, it is important to contrast only the spoken lexifier varieties with the initially exclusively oral contact languages
that resulted from them. It would be methodologically highly problematic to compare their features to the categories of the
written standard variety.

9 The genitive case seems to be on retreat in (spoken) German, and one could definitely argue for a 0.5 value here, thus
3.5 cases. However, the situation of the genitive case is “more nuanced than the general perception” (Scott 2011, p. 68).
The possibilities to substitute the genitive with, especially, dative and prepositional constructions, though widely used,
do not seem to dismantle the entrenchment of the genitive case itself in the language system at least for now (e.g., Petig 1997
on genitive prepositions).

10 The counting does not distinguish between synthetic or analytic means of marking, both are treated the same way,
e.g., the number category “plural” is expressed synthetically in German (via suffixes), but analytically in Unserdeutsch (via
a preceding plural word alle). Since the category is there, both languages receive +1.0.

https://dgd.ids-mannheim.de/DGD2Web/jsp/Welcome.jsp
https://exmaralda.org/en/
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and mixed inflections in the superstrate. The amount of simplification in the nominal domain of
Unserdeutsch is substantial.

(1) de knabe de frau ein gross-e haus
ART.DEF boy ART.DEF woman ART.INDF big-attr house
‘the boy’ ‘the woman’ ‘a big house’

(2) (mit) ein andre Japane i geb-en du diese fleisch.
with ART.INDF other Japanese 1SG give-v 2SG this meat
‘(with) another Japanese’ ‘I (will) give you this piece of meat.’

4.2. The Verbal Domain

In spoken Standard German, the verb inflects for 5.5 supercategories (person, number, tense,
mood, voice, and 0.5 for aspect). Aspect is not counted as a full category of Standard German here:
the possibility to mark progressive or habitual aspect with the so-called am-progressive construction in
German is definitely a feature of the Standard language nowadays, though it is still highly optional
and thus not fully grammaticalised (yet). These 5.5 supercategories consist of, in my counting, 15.5
categories (three persons, two numbers, five tenses, three moods, two voices, and 0.5 for durative
aspect).11 In Unserdeutsch, the verb inflects for 3.5 supercategories (tense, mood, 0.5 for voice,
since the passive voice only appears marginally, and aspect, since the marking of progressive or
habitual aspect is obligatory in Unserdeutsch). These 3.5 supercategories consist of, again in my
counting, 8.5 categories (three tenses, two moods, 1.5 voices, two aspects). In sum, 55% of the original
verbal categories are preserved in Unserdeutsch. There is past tense (3), future tense (4), irrealis
mood (5), progressive-habitual aspect (6), past habitual aspect (7), and the marginal passive voice (8)
in Unserdeutsch.

(3) er hat ge-mah-en etwas wieder.
3SG.M AUX.PST ptcp-make-v something again
‘He did something again.’

(4) lieb-a Gott wid straf-en du.
dear-attr God AUX.FUT punish-v 2SG
‘The dear God will punish you.’

(5) du wid ess-en was, erde?
2SG AUX.IRR eat-v what soil
‘What would you eat, soil?’

(6) sie war am arbeit-en fi Quantas.
3SG.F AUX.PST PROG/HAB work-v for Quantas
‘She was working for Quantas.’

11 For the sake of simplicity, I only differentiate tense forms that have clear distinct functions. Thereby, I count: present,
past (e.g., mainly represented by the perfect in southern German or by the preterite in northern German), anterior
(e.g., plusquamperfect forms or double perfect or double plusquamperfect forms), future and future perfect. Mood would be
indicative, imperative, and conjunctive mood (mainly represented by the würde-periphrasis in spoken German, substituting
the conjunctive II, while the conjunctive I is not actually used because of its syncretism with indicative forms). With respect
to aspect, I do not start from an opposition (like durative—non-durative), since the non-use of the not fully grammaticalised
am-progressive may still represent a durative form. The assigned values are not meant to give a strong grammatical statement
about the categories of Standard German, it is more an attempt to find an easy way of showing a pattern for the comparison.
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(7) i wid imme so sitz-en auf de treppe . . .
1SG AUX.HAB always like_that sit-v on ART.DEF stairs
‘I would always sit on the stairs like that . . . ’

(8) alle war ge-schick zu Vunapope.
everybody AUX.PASS ptcp-send to Vunapope
‘Everybody was sent to Vunapope.’

The tense system of Unserdeutsch is reduced and got rid of two secondary tense categories,
the complex options of anterior and future perfect. Person and number are not verbal categories
anymore in Unserdeutsch, however, the information these categories encode is still indirectly transferred
through the subject (and overtly marked in the case of a pronoun in subject position). Therefore,
the grammatical information itself, redundantly marked in Standard German, is not lost altogether
in Unserdeutsch. The other verbal categories remained largely intact, with the aspect category
getting even more elaborated: in addition to the am-construction, there is also the wid-construction in
Unserdeutsch, as in (7), that draws on the habitual past function of the English would-construction
(Schmidtkunz, forthcoming).12

In relation to Standard German, there is a higher loss13 of structural complexity in the nominal
domain than in the verbal domain. Can this asymmetrical grammatical complexity between NPs and
VPs be observed in other pidgin and creole languages (P&Cs) as well?

4.3. Comparing Inherent and Contextual Categories

The presumed categories of (spoken) Standard German and Unserdeutsch have already been
counted above, however, they have not been divided according to contextual and inherent categories yet.
In what follows, the grammatical categories of both languages will be compared to each other. For this
purpose, the categories will be added together on the top-level, thus only counting supercategories
(value 1 for a full category, 0.5 for a residuary or not fully-grammaticalized category) and compared to
each other. Of course, some borderline cases remain, especially with the assignment of the 0.5 value,
where I cannot go into a detailed discussion here. Therefore, it is only about main tendencies. Here are
the results (Tables 3 and 4, for small notes on some cases of doubt cf. the two subchapters above).

As one can see from the tables, the main grammatical difference in terms of categories between
Standard German and Unserdeutsch is that the latter lost all contextual categories.14 In the (short)
history of Unserdeutsch, there was an abrupt break in language transmission that led to a lot of L2
simplifications in the language system of Unserdeutsch (Lindenfelser and Maitz 2017). The history of
Standard German, on the other hand, only shows a fairly moderate amount of L2 influences on the
language. Compared to the Germanic or even the Indo-European protolanguage, some contextual
categories got lost (e.g., the case system got reduced by 50% of the original cases) but some are also
still left. Consequently, Unserdeutsch is situated towards the very end of the scale of asymmetrical
complexity (and L2 learning involved), while Standard German would be somewhere in the middle.

12 The wit-construction can express future tense (as it does in Standard German), habitual aspect and also irrealis mood. In this
respect, it behaves quite similarly to the English would-construction.

13 Speaking about “loss” in this article is not to suggest that something should be there which is not. It also does not suggest
that these features have at any given time been part of Unserdeutsch in its development either. It is only meant in a
descriptive sense, i.e., that some features have not been transferred from the lexifier language (whereas others have been).
In using this term, I adhere to e.g., Muysken (2016, sct. 5): “All or most researchers will agree that certain distinctions that
exist in the lexifiers have been lost in the corresponding creole languages [ . . . ].”

14 One could argue that there is half (or quarter?) of a contextual category in Unserdeutsch: The possibility of marking
transitivity on verbs with the suffix {-im}, taken over from Tok Pisin. However, this firstly only applies to a small subset of
verbs (verbs directly borrowed from English), secondly, the marking is always optional and, thirdly, only some speakers use
it. That is why I do not take it into consideration here.
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Unserdeutsch also shows even less contextual inflection (0.0) than its adstrate language English
(1.0, cf. chapter 5), which itself supposedly underwent some L2-simplification processes, which in
turn cannot have been as dramatic as in the case of Unserdeutsch. It even shows less contextual
inflection than its substrate language Tok Pisin (1.0, chapter 5), although Tok Pisin underwent abrupt
pidginization processes itself.

Table 3. The grammatical categories of (spoken) Standard German.

Inherent Categories N/V Value Contextual Categories N/V Value

number N 1.0 case N 1.0
adjectival comparison N 1.0 gender N 1.0

definiteness N 1.0
tense (past/future) V 1.0 person/number V 1.0
aspect (prog./hab.) V 0.5

mood (irrealis) V 1.0
voice (passive) V 1.0 sum: 6.5 inherent/3.0 contextual

Table 4. The grammatical categories of Unserdeutsch.

Inherent Categories N/V Value Contextual Categories N/V Value

number N 1.0
adjectival comparison N 1.0

definiteness N 1.0
tense (past/future) V 1.0
aspect (prog./hab.) V 1.0

mood (irrealis) V 1.0
voice (passive) V 0.5 sum: 6.5 inherent/0.0 contextual

5. Some Categorical Preferences in Pidgin and Creole Languages

Based on the APiCS (Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Language Structures, Michaelis et al. 2013)
database, including 76 languages, as well as on Holm and Patrick (2007) with comparative grammatical
sketches of 18 P&Cs, it is noticeable that 80% of the P&Cs have no gender or case marking in the NP,
including Unserdeutsch. With respect to gender, the remaining 20% of the P&Cs moreover only have
partial or residual gender marking.15 On the other hand, nominal plural marking is present in 93% of
the P&Cs, just like in Unserdeutsch again. Marking of definiteness is also present in 88% of the P&Cs,
as it is in Unserdeutsch.

Regarding the verbal categories, the vast majority of P&Cs feature the same verbal categories that
are fully preserved (or even extended) in Unserdeutsch: 94% of the P&Cs mark progressive aspect,
78% mark habitual aspect, 83% mark past tense (and/or completive aspect), and 89% mark future tense
(and/or irrealis mood).16 On the other hand, 79% of the pidgin languages have no person/number
marking at all (Roberts and Bresnan 2008), which is also absent in Unserdeutsch. Now, the question
arises: why do these tendencies occur in P&Cs?

With the study of Roberts and Bresnan (2008), there is already some evidence for the first three
hypotheses formulated in Chapter 2. The authors conducted a quantitative analysis of 29 pidgin
languages and found that in pidgins, compared to their lexifiers,

15 There is only one exception in the APiCS database with full gender marking on adjectives, Mixed Ma’a/Mbugu—which,
however, is no pidgin or creole, but a mixed language. This is important, since mixed languages typically do not show
traces of intense L2 learning because of the speakers’ bilingualism.

16 In the feature discussions of Holm and Patrick (2007), past tense and completive aspect as well as future tense and irrealis
mood are taken together because of their somehow related semantics.
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“contextual” inflections such as case markings on nouns and nominal agreement on verbs
are retained slightly less often than “inherent” inflections such as number and definiteness
on nouns and tense and aspect on verbs. (Roberts and Bresnan 2008, p. 271)17

This supports HYP-1. They also found that “[d]espite the heavy loss of inflection in
pidgin genesis, a greater proportion of inherent reflections [sic!] are retained than contextual
inflections” (Roberts and Bresnan 2008, p. 287), which supports HYP-2. Consequently, the data
on pidgin languages also suggest HYP-3, namely that “the reduction of inflection is asymmetric”
(Roberts and Bresnan 2008, p. 293).

Kihm (2003) and Plag (2008, 2013) have argued and demonstrated that creole languages similarly
show a strong tendency to retain inherent categories but drop contextual categories. Therefore, “creole
languages exhibit little or no contextual inflection in comparison with the lexifier or substrate languages”
(Kihm 2003, p. 335). The same conclusion has been drawn by Bakker and Daval-Markussen (2017,
pp. 83–85):

The evidence reviewed [ . . . ] suggests a complete absence of inherited contextual inflection
in creoles, but some inherent inflection is inherited from the lexifiers or grammaticalized (see
Holm 2008; Luís 2010). Still, compared to global samples of languages, creoles are found
nearly invariably at one end of the spectrum, i.e., closer to languages with no inflectional
morphology than to polysynthethic languages [ . . . ]. (Bakker and Daval-Markussen 2017,
p. 85)

Plag’s explanation (2008) for this finding is that creoles mostly have interlanguage morphology
of an early stage. Since contextual inflection is based on syntactic connections (e.g., agreement
marking), the use of contextual inflection presupposes an understanding of (complex) phrasal structure,
while inherent inflection is understandable on its own (also Plag 2013, p. 145).18 Hence, inherent
categories come earlier in the learning process and would be the first categories to be transferred into
pidgins/creoles with heavy L2 learning involved.19

There also seems to be a significant difference in the mastery of contextual categories when
comparing bilingual children and adult L2 learners; e.g., with regard to the gender category (here:
Swedish/French), children made only around 5% gender errors, while the adult L2 learners error rate
was around 25% (Franceschina 2005, p. 116, on a study of Granfeldt 2000). This would again underline
the possible influence of the “lousy language-learning abilities of the human adult” (Trudgill 2001,
p. 372) on language systems.

On the other hand, the tendency to retain inherent categories can be explained,

simply because tense, aspect, number, etc., are necessary for the adequate expression of the
events and states human beings have to communicate to each other about. (Kihm 2013, p. 11)

Setting up a cline ranging from few or even no contextual categories to many contextual categories,
P&Cs would be on the one end of the scale,20 while some languages with a long and steady tradition
involving no L2 learning would be on the other end of the scale. The intermediate range would be
covered by languages with different degrees of L2 learning involved.

17 The authors conform to the use of the terms by Booij (1993, 1995), thereby classifying grammatical gender as an inherent
category. However, the overall results would not change otherwise.

18 This is again an argument to treat the category gender as belonging to the contextual type, since “gender is encoded at a
syntactic processing stage” (Franceschina 2005, p. 102).

19 In this article, the term (adult) L2 learning refers to learning processes that take place after the (childlike) L1 acquisition of
one or, in the case of bilingualism, two first languages. Speaking in terms of the critical (or maybe better: sensitive) period
hypothesis (Lenneberg 1967), the term L2 learning here refers to learning after this period (though it is controversial, when
exactly that period ends: The ages of six or seven years have often been invoked, but also twelve years for instance).

20 Within the category of P&Cs, the individual languages could furthermore be arranged according to their “radicalness”
(which is associated with a higher occurrence of prototypical, typologically simple creole features), as shown by
Daval-Markussen (2017) for 12 French-based creoles and their structural distance from their lexifier.
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The underlying, albeit still heavily discussed idea21 within Creole studies that P&Cs generally
score rather low on a scale of (absolute-quantitative) complexity due to heavy L2 learning is supported,
e.g., by the quantitative study of Parkvall (2008). Parkvall shows that P&Cs score significantly lower
when compared to the languages of the WALS database (Dryer and Haspelmath) and concludes:

A comparison of the complexity found within pidgins, expanded pidgins, creoles and other
languages shows that the complexity of a language correlates with its age. This is precisely what
is predicted by the scenario (the most well-known being that set out in McWhorter (2001) in
which creoles emerge through broken transmission, and where complexity accretes over time.
(Parkvall 2008, p. 283, emphasis in the original)

6. Structural Complexity in Two Further Language Pairs

In what follows, two further genetically related language pairs are compared to each other,
applying the same method that has already been used in Chapter 4.3 to compare Unserdeutsch with
Standard German. These two language pairs will be regarded more closely, further pairs from other
language families are then only mentioned with short references to the simplification tendencies
that can be observed in the transition from one language to the other. Standard German as a highly
inflecting language within the Germanic language family has already been compared to its quite
isolating creole Unserdeutsch. Now, English as an already quite isolating language will be compared
to its expanded pidgin Tok Pisin, which is even more isolating. In another case study, the relatively
highly inflecting language Dutch will be compared with Afrikaans, which has sometimes been called
a “semi-creole”, since the structural reduction is clearly visible but not anywhere near the structural
reduction of Unserdeutsch or Tok Pisin compared to their lexifier languages.

6.1. English and Tok Pisin

English (Table 5) has already been treated in Chapter 4, however, without counting the categories.
It will be compared to the English-based expanded pidgin (or creole, depending on classification)22

Tok Pisin (Table 6), the national language of Papua New Guinea, which is also the main substrate
language of Unserdeutsch. On the other side, there is Old English, which was far more complex in its
grammatical system than present-day English (O’Neil 1978, p. 249: “the complex inflectional system of
Old English was largely and rapidly neutralized on contact with the complex inflectional system of
Old Norse”).

English has only one contextual category. The rest got eliminated during the transition from
Old English to Middle English (Trudgill 2010, chapter “What really happened to Old English?”),
which obviously included adult L2 learning of Old English (Trudgill 2010, pp. 31–35). The L2 learning
seems to be the reason for the loss of contextual categories during that time. The processes that took

21 The possibility of P&Cs being simpler than non-pidgins and non-creoles by overall tendency implies the existence of
a typological class of pidgins and creoles in the first place. Even this assumption is highly controversial within Creole
studies, as can easily be seen from the titles of only two publications on this topic: “Creoles are typologically distinct
from non-creoles” (Bakker et al. 2011)—vs. “Creoles are not typologically distinct from non-creoles” (Fon Sing 2017),
both quantitative studies based on the computation of phylogenetic networks. In this paper, I adhere to the view that P&Cs
form a separate typological class (though with fuzzy boundaries), e.g., in line with the large-scale quantitative studies of
Daval-Markussen (2018) as well as Blasi et al. (2017) and the synopsis of Daval-Markussen and Bakker (2017) on this topic.
Note that Blasi et al. (2017) do not ascribe their findings to a break in transmission during L2 learning, but to the similarity
of the contact languages involved in P&C scenarios, as supported by the design of their study: “While a creole profile can
be detected statistically, this stems from an over-representation of Western European and West African languages in their
context of emergence.” (p. 723)

22 Most scholars treat Tok Pisin (also: New Guinea Pidgin) as an expanded pidgin, which means that it fulfills similar linguistic
functions to a creole, but is not the L1 of an entire speech community (more than 95% of all speakers of Tok Pisin only use it
as a second language, Ethnologue 2019 [= Eberhard et al. 2019], entry Tok Pisin).
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place in the transitional period can best be described as an instance of koineization, as was done by
Dawson (2003). This goes far beyond the changes from, e.g., Old High German to New High German.23

Table 5. The grammatical categories of modern English.

Inherent Categories N/V Value Contextual Categories N/V Value

number N 1.0 case N 0.5
adjectival comparison N 1.0

definiteness N 1.0
tense (past/future) V 1.0 person/number V 0.5
aspect (prog./hab.) V 1.0

mood (irrealis) V 1.0
voice (passive) V 1.0 sum: 6.5 inherent/1.0 contextual

Table 6. The grammatical categories of Tok Pisin.

Inherent Categories N/V Value Contextual Categories N/V Value

number N 1.0 transitivity N 1.0
adjectival comparison N 0.5

definiteness N 0.5
tense (past/future) V 1.0
aspect (prog./hab.) V 1.0

sum: 4.0 inherent/1.0 contextual

Tok Pisin, which features a break in language transmission and therefore heavy L2 learning, got
rid of all the remnants of contextual categories that were still left in English and, since the simplification
was quite radical, also some of the inherent categories. At the same time, Tok Pisin took over the
transitive marking from its substrate language Kuanua (Tolai), thus ending up with still one contextual
category. Still, compared to Kuanua, Tok Pisin did not take over another contextual inflectional feature
from it like the obligatory, inflectable subject marker of Kuanua with 16 different forms (plus various
variants) depending on the independent subject pronoun used (Mosel 1984, p. 93). In Tok Pisin, only
the invariant, thus not inflectable subject marker i is left (derived from the 3. P. SG. form of the Kuanua
paradigm). The inherent distinctions of the complex pronominal system of Kuanua (featuring dual and
trial forms as well as an inclusive/exclusive distinction within the 1. P. PL. pronoun), again, got fully
transferred to the pronominal system of Tok Pisin.

6.2. Dutch and Afrikaans

It is interesting to compare Dutch (Table 7) with Afrikaans (Table 8), since Afrikaans is not
considered a creole but nevertheless underwent adult L2 acquisition in its history.

Not surprisingly, Dutch compares to Standard German with regard to its complexity but
with a few minor reductions (especially on sub-category level). Afrikaans however, has lost all
contextual categories but not the inherent ones (e.g., Donaldson 1993; Conradie 2001). The genesis of
Afrikaans has been “heavily conditioned by nonwhites who learned Dutch imperfectly as a second
language” (Thomason and Kaufman 1988, p. 256). Afrikaans is sometimes treated as a semi-creole.
McWhorter (2014, pp. 104–105) points out structural similarities between Afrikaans and English and
concludes that “there is no reason that English not be classified as semi-creole as well”. This also
underlines the role of L2 learning in both languages.

23 Although rightly rejected by almost all scholars nowadays, even creolization (Bailey and Maroldt 1977; Danchev 1997) as
well as an interlanguage status (Danchev 1986) have been discussed for this period, which never has been even thought of
for the development of German.
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Table 7. The grammatical categories of Dutch.

Inherent Categories N/V Value Contextual Categories N/V Value

number N 1.0 case N 0.5
adjectival comparison N 1.0 gender V 1.0

definiteness N 1.0
tense (past/future) V 1.0 person/number V 1.0
aspect (prog./hab.) V 1.024

mood (irrealis) V 1.0
voice (passive) V 1.0 sum: 7.0 inherent/2.5 contextual

The seemingly most important substrate language of Afrikaans is the Khoekhoe language (also
called Nama/Damara),25 which belongs to the Khoe language family and is the most widespread
non-Bantu language in the southern part of Africa. The Khoekhoe grammar exhibits a considerable
amount of contextual inflection, which in the case of its three-gender system (Hagman 1977,
pp. 22–26) is even basically compatible with the Dutch system, with both featuring a feminine,
masculine, and neuter distinction. Additionally, Khoekhoe features a case system with two cases
according to Hagman (1977, pp. 36–37, 41–45), or even four different cases according to the analysis of
Haacke (1976, p. 174). Although the existence of both a gender as well as a case system in the most
important substrate language of Afrikaans is compatible with their existence in the lexifier language
Dutch, both are still absent in Afrikaans.

Table 8. The grammatical categories of Afrikaans.

Inherent Categories N/V Value Contextual Categories N/V Value

number N 1.0
adjectival comparison N 1.0

definiteness N 1.0
tense (past/future) V 1.0
aspect (prog./hab.) V 0.5

mood (irrealis) V 1.0
voice (passive) V 1.0 sum: 6.5 inherent/0 contextual

6.3. Further Language Pairs

In his inspiring book about “signs of non-native acquisition in standard language grammars”,
McWhorter (2007) deals with pairs of standard languages beyond the extreme pole of P&Cs. He shows
convincingly that the presence of a large amount of adult L2 learners broke down the grammatical
complexity of the considered languages. One example is Persian, which in its change from Old Persian
to present age lost its three genders, six cases, and several declension classes (McWhorter 2007, p. 138),
while its sister languages retained far more structural complexity. A possible explanation might be
seen in the fact that the vast former empire in the region has been “documented as having been a
vibrantly multiethnic one” (McWhorter 2007, p. 163), which indicates extensive L2 learning.

Another example would be the transition from Classical Arabic to the new Arabic varieties of the
present (McWhorter 2007, pp. 165–96), whereby again nominal case and gender distinctions got lost in
a language ecology coined by “rapid and massive population movements” (McWhorter 2007, p. 196)
and consequently L2 learning. Owen (2013, p. 454), in summarizing the positions of Fück (1950) and
Ferguson (1959), talks about simplifications due to “massive influxes of non-native speakers” resp.

24 There is an ongoing discussion as to which degree Dutch is already an aspect language, however, the progressive construction
in Dutch is far more grammaticalized than in German (Behrens et al. 2013).

25 For evidence of substantial substrate transfer from the Khoekhoe system to Afrikaans in the context of L2 acquisition of the
latter (resp. Dutch) through L1 Khoekhoe speakers, e.g., den Besten (2002).
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the development of a “simplified koine” in the transition from Classical Arabic to the new Arabic
varieties. Versteegh (1984) explicitly uses the notions of “pidginization” and “creolization” to refer to
the linguistic processes that took part during this transition.

Malay, which “has been one of the world’s most widely spoken lingua francas for most of its
existence” (McWhorter 2007, p. 251) and thus constitutes a perfect example of “long-term non-native
acquisition” (McWhorter 2007), shows a striking amount of simplifications in comparison to its
linguistic ancestors as well as some related languages in the present. Examples of contextual features
that got lost in Malay are agreement marking, verb classes based on transitivity (McWhorter 2007,
p. 211), and a number of numeral classifiers (compared to other Indonesian-type languages) got lost
(McWhorter 2007, p. 209).

A similar example is the case of Mandarin, which in comparison to other Chinese languages that
underwent less L2 learning, lost the last few remnants of grammatical gender marking, for example
(McWhorter 2007, p. 117).

Last but not least, if we compare Latin (via its non-standard sociolects of spoken Vulgar
Latin) to its successors, the Romance languages of today, with regard to structural complexity
(McWhorter 2007, pp. 269–72), the erosion of the Latin case categories also fits the picture: there was
moderate L2 learning during the historical transmission, and thus also a moderate amount of
simplification with regard to contextual categories. In particular, the case category and, in most
Romance languages, also the Latin neuter gender disappeared. With verbs, the situation is similar:
“the rich Latin verbal morphology is generally reduced in Romance” (Kabatek and Pusch 2011, p. 76).26

These examples given by John McWhorter underline once more the assumption that there might
be a correlation between the amount of L2 learning and the loss of contextual features. However, as
follows from McWhorter’s descriptions, inherent features can fade away as well. Perhaps, once all
contextual features are eroded, inherent features are the next target of reduction. In cases of drastically
interrupted language transmission, they might also be affected from the very beginning but with less
dramatic consequences, since they seem to be more resistant to the eroding forces of L2 effects.

7. Discussion

Up to this point, there have been some indications that there is an asymmetry with regard to
contextual vs. inherent categories in languages that underwent widespread L2 learning. But can this
difference also be mapped onto phrasal types, meaning that the NP or VP might be linked with one of
the two types of grammatical categories to a greater extent than with the other?

Proceeding from a broad understanding of “nominal categories”, there does not seem to be any
difference in the affinity of contextual or inherent categories to verbal or nominal phrases if one takes a
look at the tables presented above. But since the nominal categories are a quite heterogenous class,
featuring also adjectives, articles, and pronouns, it might be more promising to just compare verbs
with nouns. Doing that, two aspects can be observed from the tables (of course, this is only a cautious
first approximation, since the languages considered are not representative of the world’s large variety
of languages):

(a) Generally, more categories seem to be affiliated with the verb than with the noun;
(b) There might be a preference for inherent categories in the verbal phrase compared to categories

of the noun.

An interesting instance is plural marking that appears on verbs as well as on nouns.
Verb pluralization, on the one hand, is a contextual category, and often the only verbal contextual

26 Simplification processes during the transition from Latin to the modern Romance languages are also observed on the
phonological level (Kabatek and Pusch 2011, p. 73). With regard to observable segmental reduction, Vaissière writes,
“one may argue that the language [here: French, S.L.] got rid of all syllables unnecessary for communication” (Vaissière 1996,
p. 70).
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category in Indo-European languages. Noun pluralization, on the other hand, is an inherent category,
and, again, in Indo-European languages often the only nominal inherent category. Thus, in scenarios
involving intense L2 learning, usually the plural marking remains intact for nouns, but disappears on
verbs (Booij 1993, p. 33, already noted).

Dressler (2007, pp. 5–6) compared the paradigmatic morphological richness of nine different
languages (three agglutinating, three strongly inflecting, and three weakly inflecting). His results show
that the number of verbal form-type categories is higher than the number of form-type categories on
the noun in all nine languages, reinforcing observation (a).

Comparing the feature lists for verbal categories and nominal categories in WALS
(Dryer and Haspelmath), observation (b) seems to be confirmed, too: apart from the features that have
already been discussed, all kinds of numeral classifiers or noun class markers, both features of nouns,
belong to the realm of contextual features. On the other hand, all further categories of mood (like
prohibitive, optative, etc.), of aspect, of tense, and also all categories of evidentiality belong to the
realm of inherent features. Therefore, verbs seem to be stronger affiliated with inherent categories,
while nouns are generally stronger affiliated with contextual categories.

In discussion, Dressler et al. (2007, p. 70) found a very interesting link to the speed of acquisition
of verb and noun inflection:

As far as the speed of early development of inflectional paradigms is concerned, our results are
unequivocal: in all languages of our sample speed of development is higher in verb inflection
than in noun inflection, even when there is a time lag between the earlier construction of noun
and that of verb paradigms. This may be explained by the greater communicative importance
of verb inflection as compared to noun inflection within each of our nine languages, which
may also be the main reason for the existence of more morphological categories in the verb
than in the noun. (Dressler et al. 2007, p. 70)

If verbal inflection is more strongly associated with inherent categories and, at the same time,
acquired faster than noun inflection, then indeed languages with visible L2 effects in their systems
should show a structural asymmetry: there should be a universal tendency for them to have more
verbal categories than noun categories (still leaving other nominal categories aside here that would
further complicate the issue). For the languages considered here, this tendency clearly applies.

8. Conclusions

In sum, there seems to be a considerable amount of evidence for HYP-1, suggesting that contextual
categories erode under the influence of L2 acquisition. The evaluation of HYP-2 is more difficult:
under conditions of strong L2 effects, inherent categories obviously are also affected by erosive powers.
However, the process seems to be delayed and weakened for these categories, compared to contextual
categories. A quantitative study of L2 effects on the erosion especially of inherent categories is a
desideratum. Consequently, there is also indication for HYP-3 to be accurate, namely that there is an
asymmetrical distribution of complexity between contextual and inherent categories in languages that
experienced (intense, adult) L2 learning. HYP-4 would be a candidate for a large-scale quantitative
study: there is some evidence pointing to an asymmetry also between the complexity of noun vs.
verb categories in such languages, however, this would have to be confirmed for a much bigger
language sample.

Counting the number of categories, as done in the comparison of selected language pairs in
this paper, makes it possible to arrange languages on a scale, e.g., with reference to their number of
(retained) contextual categories. Matching the results with the known historical facts about periods of
possible widespread/intense L2 acquisition in the history of the respective language may answer the
question of whether there is a correlation between the number of contextual categories present on the
one hand and the strength of operative L2 effects on the other hand. The scale for the language pairs
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regarded in this paper would be the following (with inherent categories considered in sorting in the
case of an equal amount of contextual categories):27

Unserdeutsch/Afrikaans (0) - Tok Pisin (1) - English (1) - Dutch (2.5) - German (3).

As can be seen from this, the factor of substrate influence, potentially leading to the rise of new
contextual categories via transfer (as with the transitivity marker in the case of Tok Pisin) needs to be
considered, too, as well as the entire number of categories (which is lower in Tok Pisin than in Afrikaans).
Apart from this small correction, the order of the languages based on their number of (grammatical)
contextual categories definitely corresponds to the intuitive assumption on the amount of L2 effects to
be expected in the system of these languages. Again, however, large-scale quantitative studies going
beyond the realm of P&Cs would be desirable to further test the hypotheses. The concept of measuring
something like a “contextuality index” may also be transferred to other areas of grammar, especially
to the area of syntax: in syntax, there are also changes that indicate another extra-linguistic meaning
(e.g., a different serialisation, when a sentence is to be understood as a question or an imperative in
German), whereas other changes only serve grammatical reasons (e.g., different serialisation in most
types of subordinate clauses versus the serialisation in the main clause in German). The latter case
would further increase the “contextuality index” of a given language, while the former example rests
on a difference in meaning and would thus contribute to the “inherentness index”. In Unserdeutsch,
tellingly, there are no rests of any different serialisation between main and subordinate clauses, while
there are in fact some remnants of the lexifier serialisation in question or imperative clauses.
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